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wooa-carving is the frame-work of doors and windows,
which Is highly ornamented. Most of the wood-carvers
in the Punjab are Mahoraedasis, and the ornaments
carved are entirely Musalman.
Bombay wood-carving, as applied to architecture,   is
thus described by Mr. 8. A. Gupte :—:
"As far, at least, as "**> ^tern India is concerned, tne art of wood-carv-
ing for architectural purposes most assuredly belongs to the Gujratis.
It stand* to reason to be1» ve that these Gujratis, who are Jains or
Vaishnavas, and who originally belonged to the Buddhist religion,
fwe acquired their •» of carving from the early sculptors of the ancient
caves or rock tern pies of India. It also looks probable that the art of
carving practised by the Baddhists on the harder material, stone, was
transferred to a softer material, wood, daring the time of the Muslim
rulers of Hindustan, who fostered Indian art by introducing into it less
costly and more effective. material than that which the natives of the
soli were in the habit of asing. * * The carved balcony selected for the
Calcutta International Exhibition by Captain Temple from Dabhoi,
as the oldest work extantf bad the cypress tree carved on it, which ^how^
the Mahomedan influence apon architectural carvings. * * The wood-
carvers of Dabhoi are very skilful, and it i« admitted that the ancient
artistic renown of the place is not lost. Fine specimens of wood-carving
on doors, cornices, ¥erandahsf balconies, pillars, and brackets ol houses
are met everywtiepe in tne towns of Dabhoi, Vasu, Sojiha, Pitlad,.
Pattan, Sidbpur, Vadnagar, and Baroda. The new palace at Barodn
which is under construction contains foil illustration of the master
art the Gtajratis possess "
The Central Provinces are deficient in art-manufac-
tures, and wood-carving uis perhaps the only one in which
the Provinces can hold their own against other parts
of India. It is no uncommon thing to find, even in
small villages, houses with carved teak fronts of consi-
derable beauty and in several towns there are streets

